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renewed vigour, at the same time pushing forward the organisa-
tion and armament of their troops. In Boston, then, Howe,
who had replaced Gage after Bunker's Hill, spent a dreary and
inactive winter, until, with the coming of the spring and the
renewal of active operations, Washington seized by surprise the
heights commanding the entrance to the harbour, and compelled
him to withdraw by sea to Halifax.
This American success was somewhat offset by the disastrous
failure of the offensive led by Montgomery and Arnold against
Canada. Despite supply difficulties and the rigours of a
Canadian winter, the expedition pushed rapidly forward byway
of Montreal and the St. Lawrence to the outskirts of Quebec,
but was beaten off with loss in an attempt to storm the walls of
the city. With the coming of spring and of reinforcements,
Carleton, the British Governor, in his turn assumed the
offensive, and, falling vigorously on the besiegers, drove them
in flight up the river, recovering Montreal, clearing the whole
of Canada, and pressing the pursuit along the shores of Lake
Champlain to within sight of Ticonderoga. Of the American
troops engaged in this operation less than half ever got back
to their own country.
The British army, 25,000 strong, was now concentrated,
and in a position to enter upon serious offensive operations.
The plan of campaign, in so far as one can be said to have been
definitely formulated, aimed at the isolation and reduction of
New England, at once the most populous area of America and
the main focus of the rebellion, by a concentric advance from
north to south in the Hudson valley and a westward thrust
from Rhode Island ; this was to be combined with minor
diversions in the Southern States, the main source of supplies
for the north, and strong centres of loyalism. In accordance
with this scheme, while a subsidiary operation, which ended in
a serious set-back, was undertaken against Charleston, Howe,
whose sailing from Halifax had been unduly delayed by the
lengthy process of concentration, landed in August 1776 over
against New York, where Washington had for two months been
busily fortifying his positions and erecting batteries and works.
After thorough reconnaissances a British force was sent across
to the east of the Hudson, inflicted a crushing defeat on the
American detachment which endeavoured to check its advance,
and compelled Washington to withdraw his troops on the west
bank of the river, which he did with great skill in a single night.
Howe now sent a second column across the East River beyond
the American left wing—a move which gave him possession of
New York, the defenders retiring in considerable disorder to
the hills north of the city. Once more the British general

